Agility
Judge Laura Gilince

Standard / Novice / Regular
1st - 100 51:03 12118 GCH CH TERRASOL DEALER'S CHOICE RI SCN SIN SEN CGC TKN, RN27448901, 11/16/2014, Bitch, BREEDER: Kathy Echols, By: GCH CH Firelands Heard It Thru The Grapevine @Silvercreek THDN RATO CGCA TKN - CH Terra Ad Astra VCD1 BN RA OAJ, OWNER: Kathy Echols
2nd - 100 57:73 12115 MILESTONE APPLE OF MY EYE, RN28676102, 09/25/2015, Bitch, BREEDER: Judy Cowen, By: GCHS CH Fairview Mile Marker - CH Milestone Out On A Limb, OWNER: Sharon Fix and Dana Busch
3rd - 95 54:09 12111 GCH CH GEMSTONES GUNS 'N ROSES @ UPS 'N DOWNS SE RATS TKI, RN29972201, 10/15/2016, Bitch, BREEDER: Martins Steinhoff, By: CH Ups 'N Downs Out'a My Way - CH Greley's Annie Get Your Gun, OWNER: Linda and Les Steinhoff

Standard / Master / Regular
1st - 100 42:71 12103 WOODGLEN'S IVY LEAGUE, RN18444503, 04/13/2009, Bitch, BREEDER: Joni & Ryan Lenahan, By: CH Tythrop - Steinbacher All Decked Out, OWNER: Laurie Ashworth
2nd - 100 47:22 12121 JOYFUL'S WORKIN' ON THE RAILROAD PCD BN RAE AX MXJ MJB XF, RN16388502, 05/12/2008, Dog, BREEDER: Deborah Greer, By: CH Dandy Tyneside Sixpence CD RE - CH Joyful's The Sound of Music RA, OWNER: Bonny and Steve Crews

Standard / Novice / Preferred
1st - 100 48:69 8105 GCH CH GREYWOOD NIGHTJAR CD RAE NA OAJ ME, RN21330702, 07/15/2010, Dog, BREEDER: Patrick Glover, By: CH Oldstone Sovereign - Peaceable Greywoode Aster Spectabilis, OWNER: Jayne & Mary Christie

Standard / Open / Preferred

Standard / Master / Preferred
1st - 100 57:73 8108 MEADOWLAKE RACE TO THE FINISH BN PCD RE AX AXJ SE CA, RN21431001, 08/01/2010, Dog, BREEDER: Amy Duncan, Karen Fitzpatrick, By: CH Towzie Tyke MacBeth - CH Meadowlake Bahama Breeze, OWNER: Sharon Fix and Dana Busch
2nd - 100 59:01 8104 PACH ELWHA'S GET 'ER DUG VCD1 BN RN TDX MX AXJ MXP2 MJP3 OF JE, RN22907802, 08/04/2011, Dog, BREEDER: Charlotte Metzler & Elizabeth Williams, By: CH Sunkist Special Brew RA AXJ EE CGC VX - Elwha's Bare Naked Lady, OWNER: Ann Newsted
3rd - 100 62:92 8103 SUNKIST MCINTOSH OF LOCK MOIGH, RN22407502, 05/19/2011, Dog, BREEDER: Harriet Hayden, By: CH MACH3 Dunraven Down to Earth XF ME EE - CH Rowan Sunkist Says Who? RA ME, OWNER: Martha Faulk & Raymond Hogler
4th - 100 65:70 8106 SUNKIST SMOKE AND MIRRORS, RN08606501, Border Terrier, 07/15/2005, Dog, BREEDER: Harriet Hayden, Meg Ikarid, By: Sunkist Say It Aint So - Bever Led All Spruced Up, OWNER: Billie Rosen

Jumpers With Weaves / Novice / Regular
1st - 100 21:57 12104 TOPSHELF COME AND SEE THE SHOW, RN30162901, 12/07/2016, Bitch, BREEDER: Joyce and Tom Ford, By: CH MACH2 Otterwise Jeremiah CD BN RE MXG MJC MXF T2B2 ME EE RATS - CH Topshelf's Big Bang Theory, OWNER: Joyce & Tom Ford

Jumpers With Weaves / Master / Regular
1st - 100 32:78 12109 MACH I DREAM OF ELWHA CD BN MXB MJS OF T2B CGC TKA, RN22746401, 06/16/2011, Bitch, BREEDER: Charlotte Metzler, Betty Kaczynski, By: Elwah's Johnny On The Spot - Elwha's Can't Have Just Ru, OWNER: Esther Menashe
2nd - 100 33:37 12117 CH MACH SUNKIST JUMIN' JACK FLASH, RN22792605, 06/18/2011, Dog, BREEDER: Arliss Johnson, Harriet Hayden, By: CH Sunkist Sweet Music Man - CH Sunkist She'll Be Poise N Ivy, OWNER: John Hemphill
3rd - 100 33:51 12121 JOYFUL'S WORKIN' ON THE RAILROAD PCD BN RAE AX MXJ MJB XF, RN16388502, Border Terrier, 05/12/2008, Dog, BREEDER: Deborah Greer, By: CH Dandy Tyneside Sixpence CD RE - CH Joyful's The Sound of Music RA, OWNER: Bonny and Steve Crews
4th - 100 40:40 12108 DOGWOOD'S SCOUT OUT LOUD AX AXJ NF, RN28830404, 11/04/2015, Dog, BREEDER: Cheryl Haskins, By: Ketka's Kissed By A Rose - CH Dogwood's Glittering Image, OWNER: Scott Gibson
QUALIFIED 100 41:12 12112 GCH CH PLAYMOOR GO GET RICH BN MX MXJ MJB NF T2B, RN24447401, 08/16/2012, Dog, BREEDER: Richard Richey, Terri Richey, Rebecca Richey, By: GCH CH Playmoor Jonny Quest - GCH CH Otter Echo Girl on the Beach, OWNER: Richard Richey, Terri Richey, Rebecca Richey

Jumpers With Weaves / Novice / Preferred
1st - 100 34:32 8105 1 GCH CH GREYWOOD NIGHTJAR CD RAE NA OAJ ME, RN21330702, 07/15/2010, Dog, BREEDER: Patrick Glover, By: CH Oldstone Sovereign - Peaceable Greywoode Aster Spectabilis, OWNER: Jayne & Mary Christie
Jumpers With Weaves / Open / Preferred

Jumpers With Weaves / Master / Preferred
1st - 100 47:41 8102 TILTED KILT O'RYLEE LASS CD PCDX BN GO RAE MXP3 MXPB MJ2 OFP T2BP RATO CGCA TKP, RN26035302, 11/05/2013, Bitch, BREEDER: Catherine C. DePriest, Charlotte Ware and Gordon Ware, By: GCH CH Ottermask Prime Suspect at Chabo - CH Tilted Kilt Blues at Sunrise JE, OWNER: Martha Park,

Fifteen and Send Time / Novice B / Regular

Fifteen and Send Time / Open / Regular
1st - 70 33:57 12120 CH FAIRVIEW RUNNING FLAME THRU BRIDAN ME CA OA OAJ NF CGC RATN TKN VX, RN25922004, 10/14/2013, Bitch, BREEDER: Kathleen, Margaret and Arnold Henning, By: GCH CH Faireview Mile Marker CD BN RE NA NJE ME EE2 CAA - CH Faireview Backseat Driver SE CA, OWNER: Cathy Meyer
2nd - 62 33:57 12112 GCH CH PLAYMOOR GO GET RICH BN RN MX MXB MXJ MJB NF T2B, RN24447401, 08/16/2012, Dog, BREEDER: Richard Richey, Terri Richey, Rebecca Richey, By: GCH CH Playmoor Jonny Quest - GCH CH Otter Echo Girl on the Beach, OWNER: Richard Richey, Terri Richey, Rebecca Richey
3rd - 59 34:50 12108 DOGWOOD'S SCOUT OUT LOUD AX AXJ NF, RN28830404, 11/04/2015, Dog, BREEDER: Cheryl Haskins, By: Kekta's Kissed By A Rose - CH Dogwood's Glittering Image, OWNER: Scott Gibson

Fifteen and Send Time / Excellent / Regular

Fifteen and Send Time / Master / Regular
1st - 72 36:49 12110 UNDERHILL LIFE IS A HIGHWAY, RN26057801, 02/01/2013, Dog, BREEDER: Claire Duder, By: Sunkist Swet Music Man - Underhill Lost In Emotion, OWNER: Billie Rosen